Testimonial

EVCIM-CA Congress 8-10 September, 2016
The Swedish Exhibition & Congress Centre/Gothia Towers
Gothenborg

From 7 – 10 September 2016 we organised the ECVIM-CA Congress (congress of the European College of Veterinary Internal Medicine – Companion Animals) in Gothenborg. About 940 participants from all over Europe and the rest of the world visited the congress. There was a large exhibition for the industry. With this testimonial we would like to share our experiences.

We met Anneli Stahre (Goteborg Convention Bureau) during an ICCA Workshop in Dublin. In 2013 we had the first contact with Gothenborg Convention Bureau for a site visit. We had a very warm and professional welcome. The guidance from Anneli was perfect. She guided us through the whole city. After this site visit we decided very fast to organise the ECVIM-CA congress in 2016 in Gothenborg.

In September 2016 when the congress took place we had the same experience. The venue (Gothia Towers) was perfect. Very professional and personal. A very convenient atmosphere. The congress was very successful due to the venue and the city. The participants loved the city. Gothenborg is very relaxed, clean, offers many good restaurants and the people are nice and friendly.

Pauwels Congress Organisers is the core PCO of the ECVIM-CA Congress and travels around Europe together with the congress. We will certainly recommend Gothenborg as a very nice congress destination for other congresses.
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